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Reagan Con1proinises
To Ensure Approval
Of Saudi Weapons Sale
WASHINGTON - In an 11th
hour bid to win congressional
approval of its $8.5 billion Saudi
arms sale, the administration
announced a compromise Thursday
giving the United States virtual
joint control of the AWACS radar
planes included in the deal.
Secretary of State Alexander
Haig announced the five-point
understanding aimed at relieving
congressional concern that the
sophisticated surveillance systems
not only would pose a threat to
Israel but could be lost if the Saudi
regime was toppled.
The five Airborne Warning and
Control System planes are the most
controversial element of what
would be the biggest single weapons
sale the United States has ever made
to another country.
A Pentagon document formally
notifying Congress of the proposed
sale noted that Israel already is
equipped with surveillance aircraft
- four of the less sophisticated E2C H·awkeyes - and with the three
. other items in the package.
The Saudi-American compromise contains five main

provisions plus three points
outlining
stringent security
measures to safeguard the Airborne
Warning and Control System
aircraft:
-Complete data sharing with the
United States on a continuous
basis.
-No sharing of A WACS data
with other parties without U.S.
consent.
-Only carefully screened Saudi
and U.S. nationals will be permitted to be involved with these
aircraft. Given the shortage of
Saudi aircrews ancl technicians, this
means that there will be an
American presence in the aircraft
and on the ground well into the
1990s.
-No operation of Saudi AWACS
outside Saudi airspace.
-Extensive and elaborate security
measures
for
safeguarding
equipment and technology including:
-Monitoring by U.S. inspection
teams of the performance of all
equipment associated with the
AWACS sale.
continuedonpage 6

PEC Chairman Leaves
For 'Personal Reasons'
Robert Sanchez
Manuel Franco

Bill Wechter

"It's hard to understand from textbooks. A field trip is worth a 1,000 WOI'ds, "said Ed Norris, Arch 285
instructor. Here the 62 students enrolled in Arch 285, Building "[ech I, get fitst hand knowledge yesterday at an office tower undet construction in the Northeast Heights. John Alfato (centet, In hatd hat), a
gtaduate assistant to the class, conducts this segment of the field trip.

BSU 'Black Politics' Debate Today
Desiree Thalley
Bernalillo County Commissioner
Lenton Malry will today debate
with Mel Mason, co-chairman of
the recently-founded National
Black tndependent Political Party.
The topic of the debate will be

Black Politics in the '80s.
Malry,

a

former

state

representative, was elected to the'
County Commission in November.
Mason is a city councilor from
Seaside, Calif.
Kern Norwood of the Black
Student Union said the Black
Independent Party was founded in
J980 to offer an alternative to the
Democratic and Republican
parties.

He said the new party does not
advocate racial separatism, but it
does seek to allow blacks the chance
to have their views represented.
The debate will. be held at the
Robert 0. Anderson School of
Management, Room 101, at 7 p.m.
The Black Student Union is
sponsoring the debate.

Statehood for Puerto- Rico Urged
Marcos Martinez
A member of the University of
New Mexico staff is president of the
National Association for the
Statehood of Puerto Rico.
Eliseo Casillas-Galarza, UNM's
assistant director of lnstructional
Media Services, recently addressed
the United Nations Decolonization
Committee regarding possible
statehood for the Carribean island.
The UN committee, cornl'Osed of
third world countries, reviews and
passes resolutions on territories and
colonies.
The
committee's
resolution
"reaffirmed
the
inalienable right of Puerto Rico to

self-determination
and
in·
dependence, in accord with UN
General Assembly Resolution 1514
(X.V) .'' The committee also
recommended that the issue be
examined in the 1982 UN General
Assembly.
This has brought pressure on the
Reagan administration, Casillas
said, and a federal task force is now
in Puerto Rico studying the issue.
The alternatives for Puerto Rico
include admission as the 51st state
to the U.S., independence or
continuation as a U.S. colony.
Speaking in favor of independence, UNM grad student
Robin Walker said "Puerto Rico is

very effected by the colonial
mentality, a mentality that believes
one cannot live without one's
masters."
Puerto Rico has been a colony
since . 1493, . when Christopher
Columbus landed on the island and
claimed it for Spain. In 1898 the
island was invaded and acquired by
the U.S.
"Under Spain, and until 20 years
ago, the Puerto Rican economy was
a plantation cash crop economy,"
Casillas said.
"the best lands were used for
growing sugar cane, enslaving the
island twice over; by taking their
continued on page 7
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The chairman of the ASUNM
Popular Entertainment Committee
resigned yesterday, effective Nov.

13.
R.J. Laino announced his
resignation to the PEC committee
Thursday. He said he was resignh1g
"for strictly personal reason"
s •.. to pay the rent and the
dentist, which I can't do as PEC
chairman.''
ASUNM President Mike Austin
said he will appoint a new chairman. He said that he would like to
stay with somebody on the committee and would talk to several
people, but he did not disclose any
names.
Laino said in his resignation
letter he would "like to set up a
number of meetings ••• to disc\1SS
a qualified replacement and to go
into further detail as to the reasons
for my departure.''
During the meeting Laino denied
a rumor that he was resigning
because former PEC Chairman
Marcel Lucero had been hired by
the Student Activities Center to
keep an eye on PEe's activities.

Dropping A

Laino said, "I have no problem
with PEC, no problem with the
university, no problem with the
administration and no problem
with Mike Austin. We're not being
watched, not being monitored, not
being checked out.
"Anyone, anytime, anywhere
can check out our financial records,
reports, productions bills, our
whole set up," he said.
Laino said PEC had about a
$10,000 deficit, which should be
down to about $5000 by the end of
this month, which is "where we
should be'' since PEC bas never
made a profit during a year.
Assistant Dean of Students Gary
Golden said before the meeting,
"This year has been as good as any
other year. The financial position
this year is typical of PEC any
year!'
PEC starts with a zero budget at
the beginning of each academic
year, Golden said. Normal
procedure dictates that ASUNM
pick u'p any deficit PEC might have
at the end of the year.
At the meeting Golden said
Lucero was hired for a 10-hour a
week work-study position with the
continued on page 3
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Do It Today

Today at S p.rn. Is the deadline to withdraw frorn classes without a
grade.
Beginning Monday, students may only withdraw with a college's
approval but they will receive a grade of WP or WF.
. A WP grade is not computed in a student's grade point average
but a WF is computed in the average as a failing grade.
Permission may be granted only to those students who demon•
strate a hardship case involving circumstances beyond their control.
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by-United Press International

continued from page 1
Student Activities Center, "not as a
watchdog.''
Lucer.o "is just one of eight or 10
people in the Student Activities
Center . , , to do errands of
responsibility, some of which are
directly related to PECor the Film
Committee or the Cultural
Committee or the Fiesta Committee. He won't tell PEC what to
do . , ..certainly not in the
production parl of it. R.J. will tell
you how little I interfere.''
Laino said he felt the rumor
started because Lucero was a past
PEC chairman. "My basic position
is that PEC doesn't mind talented
help," he said.
·
"I would like the committee to be
open to Marcel," Laino said and to
cooperate "to a limited point where
you feel someone starts to in·
terfere" with PEC,
Laino said Austin would
probably pick a new chairman by
the end of next week.
Laino said it was a challenge to
develop something different and
aggressive, referring to the E;ddie
Rabbitt concert Sept. II which
PEC promoted on its own.
He said he felt PEC was running

Kuwait Claims Iranian Planes Bombed Field Near Border
KUW AJT- Kuwait said Iranian
warplanes Thur~day violated its
;llrspace for the fourth time since
the start of th.e lran-lraq, attacking
an oil fielo close to the northern
border with Iraq. Officials in
Tehran denied the charge.
The Kuwaiti Foreign Ministry
summoned the Iranian Ambassador

to Kuwait Ali Shams Aroakani and built AWACS radar planes to Saudi
handed him a note of formal Arabia, saying the four AWACS
protest that was described by the already there picked up the Iranian
Kuwaiti news agency as "strongly- planes almost from the instant they
were airborn.
worded.''
In Washington, Secretary of
"It is crucial that Americans
State Alexander Haig used the
attack to defend the Reagan ad- understand that this incident, which
ministration's proposal to sell U.S.- more than an aberration than a
pattern, confirms the urgent need
to help Saudi Arabia's abilitY to
defend its oil fields," Haig told the
Senate Foreign Relations Com·
mittee.

Stock Market Report
NEW YORK - Stocks rallied
for their fourth straight gain
Thursday after President
Reagan pledged to stick by his
economic program and knock
down interest rates through
reduced federal spending.
Trading was moderate.
Reagan, v()wing not to be
swayed from his economic
program and threatening to veto
budget-busting measures, said
some industries already have
indicated they intend to step up
capital spending despite high
interest charges,·
The D9w Jones industrial
average, down nearly four
points at the outset after rising
2.09
points
Wednesday,
rebounoed to post a 2.28-point
gain to 852.26 after Reagan's 2
p.m. EDT news conference. The
Dow hao gained 25.97 points in
the previous three sessions.
The New York Stock
Exchange. index jumped 0.50 to
67 .SO and .the price of an average

share in creased 2I cents.
Advances topped declines, 825632, among the 1875 issues
traded at 4 p.m. EDT.
Big Board volume totaled 41.6
million shares compared with
40,7 million traded Wednesday.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all u.s. exchanges and over the counter at
4 p.m. totaled 47.95 million
shares, compared with 44.57
million traded Wednesday.
The
American
Stock
Exchange index soared 7.14 to
300 and the price of a share
jumped 35 cents. Advances
topped declines, 329-218, among
the 751 issues traded. Volume
totaled 4.43 million sh&res
compared with 4,75 million
Wednesday.
E)(l(on was the most active
NYSE-listed issue, off 1/2 to 30
5/8.
On the Amex, Hudson's Bay
Oil & Gas was the most active
isSue, up 21/4 to 33.

He said with the information it
would have been possible to shoot
down the aircraft if figlMrs guided
by the AWACS had engaged the
Iranians.
Kuwait's government spokesman
and acting foreign minister, Abdel
Aziz Hussein, said three Iranian
warplanes attacked the oil complex
in Urn Aleish, across the border
from the Iraqi oil installations that
have been frequent targets in the
war.
Hussein said there were no

casualties in the attack but it
touched off a massive fire which
damaged part of the installation.
The blaze was brought under
control by firemen later in the day,
he said.
An Iranian foreign ministry
spokesman, contacted by telephone
from Beirut, called the K11wait
report "baseless ... Our planes
were not even in the area today and
there has been no aerial activity in
that area."

Major Cancer Advance Reported
WASHlNGTON A new
combination of drug and radiation
treatment following limb-sparing
surgery appears to be doubling the
surviv~l rates of patients with an
arm and leg cancer, the National
Cancer Institute reported Thursday.

for patients who had standard
treatment, amputation of the affected limb without radiation or
chemotherapy.

The studies began in 1975 and
1977, but not all patients have been
followed that long. Rosenberg said
more time .is needed to see how the
The government cancer center patients fare, but "it looks like it
called it a "major advance" in (survival rate) will level off subtreating patients with soft tissue stantially in excess of 80 percent.''
sarcoma, an unusually aggressive
He said most treatment failures
form of cancer that develops in tl)e
occur
in the f.irst two years for this
muscle, fat, nerve and l'onnective
type
of
cancer.
tissues around bones.
Not only did the studies show
Dr. Steven A. Rosenberg, chief that
the
radiation
and
of the institute's surgery branch, chemotherapy greatly improve the
.said two separate institute studies prognosis, but Rosenberg said they
indicate the disease-free survival demonstrated that removal of the
rate for patients receiving radiation tumor was just as effective as limb
treatment to the area around the amputation in those cases where
surgery site and a three agent surgery was able to eliminate all
regimen of chemotherapy will be 91 evidence of cancer.
percent after three years.
He said there will be about one
This compares to about five-year case out of five where limb am·
survival rates of about 40 percent putation still will be necessary.

The idea of the radiation delivered in high doses to the limb
cancer site is to kill any
remaining cancer cells, The
chemotherapy is aimed at killing
any cancer cells that have spread to
other parts of the body.
Soft tissue sarcoma strikes about
5000 Americans annually, usually
those in their 20s, 30s and 40s.
About two-thirds of.those cases will
affect the arms and legs, the cancer
sites treated in the cancer institute
studies.

smoothly and he was not needed
with something that. was running so
well.
Recently, two concerts, Michael
Murphy scheduled for Sept. 28 and
Way/on Jennings scheduled for
Oct. 2. were canceled. PEC was
involved with the promoting of
both.
Laino said the onlY time PEC
cancels a concert is when committee
money is involved and there is some
risk oflosing it.
"Success of what we're trying to
do this year is directly related to the
support we get from the students
for our program," Laino said.
"Whether I stay or not, there will
be a drastic slowdown: in shows,"
he said, especially since the
availablity of University Arena will
be limited after Oct. IS because of
the basketball program.
Laino said after the meeting that
he would "like to remain as a
consultant and friend of PEC,"
helping with production and
development for future PEC
concerts.
"1 love the job. I love it. I hate
having to leave. It was the hardest
thing I've ever done," Laino said,
"We have been involved in more

music in three-and-a-half months
than any PEC has been in a year,"
Laino said he has trained
committee members in different
skills for putting on a concert and
has had the.m work together as a
team so that "any piece being
missing would not affect the team.
These guys could put together a
concert without me."
He said past PEC chairmen did
all the work without the committee's help.
Golden said, "The new system
has been successful. Laino did an
excellent job in terms of production." Last fiscal year, PEC's ticket
sales reached half-a-million dollars,
he said.
Laino was approved as PEC
chairman in April.
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*""- up an application at the A.S.U.N.M. t
Office.
~ All applications for poll workers are ~
** 4:30p.m.,
due at the A.S.U.N.M. Office before -i(
on October 7, 1981.
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**
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. senelit

A mobile blood unit will be in the faculty lounge of the Biology
building Oct. 5 from 9 a.m. to I p.m. for those who wish to donate
blood.
The blood will be used for patients in Albuquerque hospitals, but
those who wish, may also sign a sheet accreoiting the blood to
AI Vena E. Bell, the mother of a UNM student, who is suffering from
multiple sclerosis.
Procedure dictates that Bell will need 60 blood donors to donate in
her name before she will be able to receive treatment. Bell will be
receiving treatment at the Carter Blood Center in Fort Worth,
Texas.

t
t

iC
~ available October 2 through Oc- iC
~ tober 10.
iC
~ All students wishing to work as poll iC
workers on election day should pick iC.

'l'ickets

Bloodmobile Set at Biology

-i(

-i(
-i(
-i(

~ All prospective candidates should

....,..,Ball

Philosophy Series Explores Mill

~-i(

Authorized by A.S.U.N.M. Elections Commission.
Elven L. Romero, Chairman.

I lull

f(I('/Un'll fiir;/tiJ.!I/

Mill's Loose Ends is the title of a lecture schudeled of today at
3:30 p.m. in the philosophy department library, top floor of the
Humanities building.
The speaker will be philosophy department faculity member,
Donald Riggs.
The talk is part of the Fridays Live series, sponsored by Phi Sigma
Tau, a philosopy honor society.
Refreshments are scheduled at 3 p.m. in the philosophy lounge.

The A.S.U.N.M. Elections
will be held on
~Wednesday, November 4, 1981

J!lf'

h~·n \\ttllw\(h\1!

an emergency/short term
loan? Contact the Student
Financial Aid Office in (Mesa
Y.ista 2112) or the Dean of
Students Office (Mesa Vista
1129). For further information,
cali277-35Il or 277-3361.

**
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Forum
DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Music Disturbs Students, Classes
Every Friday the New Mexico Daily Lobo prints
Input: a forum for the students of the University of
New Mexico. Each week the Lobo will present a
question for consideration, Next week's question is:
What do you think of the six week deadline for
dropping a class?
Should the administration allow loud music on
the mall during classes?

for students trying listen or study, Ford suggests the
concerts be held inside while Sanchez suggests the
shows be held on weekends,
Graduate student Babs Baker, studying
photography painting, says music should not be
played during classes because "music was made to be
listened to undisturbed and uninterrupted. It's an
abuse of music to have it on such a kaleidoscopic
setting,"

Michael Ford, a history major and Marci Sanche>:, communicative disorders major, agree loud
music should not be allowed because it is distracting

UNM students who would like to see their opinion
expressed in Input may send their comments and any
questions to In put c/o Kelly Gibbs, Daily Lobo, UNM
Box20, 87131,

Arts and Sciences Custom Degree
Allows Students Greater Freedom

P/EU,/IJII/.l!iTf!£4 {Vt3JUST
CA/111 f/GIJ!?& YOIJ ()(IT/ ~~£Fe
Y(JJ 1/A'$ 71-1& MET 5YMPA-

Desiree Thalley

graduation, students must submit
their program to the committee for
The College of Arts and Sciences approval.
is offering degrees to qualified
If the program is accepted, it is
students who want to develop forwarded to an. Arts and Sciences
majors suited to their particular College Coordinating Committee to
needs.
ensure
it
meets
college
The progr!\m enables students to requirements.
design majors from departments
The
interdisciplinary
major
within and outside the college, replaces the common major/minor
allowing greater flexibility for those or double major programs followed
who want to graduate from the by most Arts and Sciences students,
College of Arts and Sciences, Dean No minor is required for in inF. Chris Garcia said,
terdisciplinary degree,
Garcia said the major must have
To be eligible for the program,
students must demonstrate both a clear focus that requires a multitheir ability to perform well disciplinary approach to the
academically and the seriousness of subject,
It must be composed of at least
their academic objectives, he said.
54 credit hours in the program, with
The students design major in no more than 24 hours in any one
consultation with an Inter- department.
departmental Faculty Committee
Students must have at least 35
composed of volunteer faculty hours of upper division courses
members from the departments from no fewer than three, and no
involved in students' program.
more tha11 five, Arts and Sciences
When 54 credit hours remain for departments.

7HfflC APM!NJSTRATION IN

{}f3Ct1J)8Sl/NP YOIJ'f?£ K//J./Ne
/
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Letters

Reader Supports Bilingual Ed
Editor:
In comment to Mr. Sandoval's letter, it never ceases
to amaze me the narrow-mindedness of most
Americans when it comes to language and its value to
the American society. (i.e. Will we invest the bucks for
it?) A large number of people seem to believe that
supporting bilingualism in this country would lead to
some sort of mass-chaos or that it is Un-American, I
ask you, what could be more" American" in a country
that purports democracy?
As a resident/worker in Switzerland last year I

witnessed how congenially/efficiently a country can
funcion with THREE official languages, Many Swiss
commented to me that they were perplexed that
America refused to recognize the language of such a
large minority - our Mexican-Americans. They
believed that this was another indicator of American
isolationism and niavete in world politics.
Leave the snobbery for the British, I say we should
support the integration of the language that is so
widely spoken in our hemisphere,
Pat Eagan

Architecture Takes Ugly Building Prize
Editor:
We are amused by art department chairman Garo
Antresian's comment in the Sept. 23 Lobo, "It's ironic
that we in the business of beauty have the least
desirable looking buildings.''
We invite Mr. Antresian to tour the UNM School of
Architecture and Planning.
We doubt that there is a building in use on campus
that can boast such functional inadequacy or can lay
claim to a more dismal and emotionally oppresive
atmosphere.
The building, a leaky-roofed converted furniture

with the purchase of
any double burger
& french fries

At least Zl of the upper division
hours must be in Arts and Sciences
courses. The remaining 14 hours
may be from other colleges.
Garcia said the flexibility of the
program allows students to aim for
specific professional or technical
positions or specialized graduate
school programs,
Interested students should
contact the the College of Arts and
Sciences office, Ortega Hall, Room
201.

Banana Split Sale

.89C

•

2300 Central S.E.

.,

(Across from Popejoy Hall)

Just in case you mlssed our famous lwgust Pre-Season Ski Sale, We are re
opening the Avalanche this weekend with
our In store version. You will be able to
look at all the 1982 merchandise and Save
25% to 60% on '81's. One-third down
holds in Layaway.

Alcohol Program Scheduled
Fifteen more applicants are
needed for the program which will
help clarify problem drinking and
how it can be treated,
Dr. William Miller, associate
professor
of
psychology,
distinguished a problem drinker
from !Ill alcoholic as one who is in
more advanced stages involving
addiction.
The program includes eight
conlidential,
individualize&,
treatment sessions for $35.
Individuals who complete a three
month follow-up interview will be

DOONESBURY

warehouse, is in a sad state of disrepair and contains a
number of possible building code violations.
Indeed, ironies abound at UNM,
The Flourescent Alley Troglodytes,
Daniel Boardman
Michael Hill
P.S. (We must caution against night time visits.
Ever since a local restaurant removed its overflowing
dumpster and a mound of rotting !'range rinds from
against our west wall the bands .of cockroaches and
ants have grown resentful and are often openly
hostile)

paid $25 for their participation.
The project is coordinated by
Rick Graber, a doctoral student in
clinical psychology who is
supervised by Miller.
Miller has been conducting
research on the treatment of
problem drinking for the past seven
years and has published several
books and numerous articles on the
topic.
Individuals interested in participating _in lhe program should
contact Graber by leaving a
message at277-5015.

Mental, Physical Health Discussed

Senator Angered by Financial Aid Cuts
Editor,
It's about time this campus opens its eyes and
mouths, to the stow-disintegration of our academic
privileges.
.
I'm talking about our illustrious Senator Harnson
Schmitt, who is chairman of a SIJb-committee that
wishes to destroy educational access in the United
States.
Well maybe not destroy· education, but certainly
hurt it by raping financial aid funding levels to the tune
of five hundred million dollars. That's enough money
to pay tuition for every man, woman and child in New
Mexico and morel
So what! I supported Reagan's budget cutting, belt
tightening policies, and we are not the only fish in the
ocean. Right?
Wrong, Senator Schmitt has gone too far. His

Free Med. Drink

Psychological problems are not
limited to mental illness. They can
even interfere with a patient's
recovery from surgery, according to
studies by psychologists who will be
speaking in Albuquerque Oct. 9
and 10.
The New Mexico Psychological
Association's fall meeting at the
Veterans Administraton Medical
Center
be dedicated to research
on the relationship between
physical health and psychological
conditions.
Prese11tations will include the use
of biofeedback in cerebral palsy,
ways a person's health can be
affected by attempts to control
anger and using psychological
diagnosis to predict the success or

committee went beyond, (a half a billion beyond) any
recommended cuts by the President, the Senate or
the House.
Somehow supply siders have gotten their logic
screwed up. Here is the paradox. Supply siders
purport that increasing productivity will heal the
economy. They also reason that hUman resources are
an important factor in increased productivity. So why
are bureaucrats taking money from the educational
process which directly increases and contributes to
human productivity?
Maybe I'm upset because the financial aid cuts
affect me directly, I've written Senator Schmitt, even
called him on the phone. I challenge you to do the
same,
Robert Lynch,
ASUNM Senator

failure of rehabilitation programs.
Speakers will include Dr. W.
Doyle Gentry, professor of
preventive medicine and community health at the University of
Texas
Medical
Branch at
Galveston.
Other authorities will include Dr.
Fedoravicius, chief of
AI
behavioral medicine at the VAMC;
Dr. tester Libo, director of the
biofeedback program at UNM's
Psychiatry Department; and Dr.
David Sachs, a Las Cruces
psychologist in private practice,
Registration and further information is available from Dr.
Stephen Perls in the lJNM
Psychiatry Department, 620
Camino de Salud NE.
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Engineering Class Offers Students
First-Hand Interview Experience
An interview is often the deciding
factor in landing a job, but many
colLege graduates don't know what
to expect when they face a
prospective employer for the first
time.
The
UNM
College
of
Engineering, in conjunction with
the Public Service Company of
New Mexico recently gave students
an insight to the job interview,
Four students were filmed in
mock job interviews with two
personnel
representatives from
PNM. The students were selected
on the basis of resumes submitted
earlier.
After each 15 minute interview, a
videotape of the exchange was
shown to the rest of the class for
comment and suggestions.
Charles Hawkins, associate dean
and professor in the college and
academic coordinator for the
seminar, sa'id he believes mock
interviews and feedback will help

prepared. I'm going to try and read
as much information as I can on the
companies so I can ask informed ,
intelligent questions."
The seminar is coordinated
through Jack Maddox, a manager
at PNM and a member of the New
Mexico Society of Professional
Engineers, to bring representatives
from the local businesses to speak
with engineering students.
The speakers range from young
engineering graduates who have
some working experience to local
executives, successful entrepreneurs
and working engineers.
"It's the best one-hour course in
the Engineering Department in
terms of generating ideas rather
"A couple of questions weren't than analytical techniques,"
expected, like 'What was your Hawkins said.
Yarnell, along with many other
worst class?' and 'What are your
good and bad qualities?' If they ask UNM students, will face the real
you right off the cuff, it's harder to thing next week as business and
government representatives come to
answer.
"The biggest point that the mock campus to interview students for
interview made to me was to be employment.

students when they face the real
thing.
"Students will have a better idea
of the types of questions interviewers are likely to ask and the
types of responses they are looking
for," Hawkins said.
Engineering senior Tom Yarnell
was one of the students who
participated in the interviews. He
said that this - his first interview
- gave him a good chance to
evaluate his performance.
"Being able to see myself again
was a big. help, because usually you
don't realize little mannerisms you
have or if you're being wordy," he
said, "Y au have no idea how
you're coming acros> to someone.

~AWACS----

ln l~1~ld lutntt'l11li!UI)I, llrMll ...ui;Lr ln••Mu•J.I~.

continued from page 1
-Construction of special
facilities
to
provide 24-hour
protection against unauthorized
entry.
-All of the agreed arrangements
for protecting the security of the
AWACS must be approved by the
United States at least one year
before any AWACS are delivered
to the Saudis.
About 480 employees of the
Boeing Aerospace Co. of Seattle,
Wash., builder of the modified
Boeing 7078 carrying the AWACS,
will be required in Saudi Arabia
initially and about 30 U.S.
government personnel will provide
contract supervision and operator
training, the Pentagon said.
"Some U.S. contractor maintenance will be required in-country
for the life of the system," it said.
But no estimate was given for the
lifetime of an AWACS.
The breakdown of the package:
-Sale of five Boeing E-3A Sentry
AWACS, spares and support
equipment for three years, training
in Saudi Arabia and the United
States, provision for the design,

FASTENING SYSTEMS
l:ll:l 12 St. l\:W

At Amoco Production

imagination. It's
the Key element in

Company, our

the increasingly
demanding search for
new oil and gas. But
imagination has to
be fostered, given an
environment to

thrive in.

engineers have this
environment. They are
free to use their minds,

to question, to take
risks, And that's one
of the reasons we are

the nation's most
active wildcatter and
an industry leader in
total number of wells
drilled.

Imagination. At
Amoco, we encourage
it and we nourish it.
On October 8-9,

Wayne P.eterson will
be on this campus
interviewing

Mechanical ~ngineers.
Chemical ~ngineers.

the Amoco recruiter,

or send your

Denver. Colorado

80202
ATTN: 0. LaDuke

Amoco Production Company

A subsidiary of
Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
An Equal Opportunity
Employer m/f/v/h

.

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOVI/N

i

~

Poll Workers
Needed

~·

fot Homecoming Queen
elections.

~

~~
1C

meeting: mondny Qt 4:00
ntthe Alumni Office,
.Rm. 200 In the SUB

1(

~

~
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A prick of the finger, a little bit of your blood and Celeste Case, a chemistry graduate, will tell you your
red blood count, if you are an(Jmic or not, and how much sugar is in your blood, if you have diabetes or
not. Pictured.is Tami Hoobler finding out yesterday what is in her blood.

~

p.m.

Call277-5808 to volunteet

Police Beat is a weekly community service column
presented by the Daily Lobo in conjuction with the
Campus Police Department. It is dedicated 10 the
reduction and prevention of crime at the University
of New Mexico.
A student, after a long afternoon of study at
Zimmerman, picks up her backpack and heads for
the circulation desk to check out a book. She arrives
at the desk and reaches into her backpack for her
wallet. The wallet is gone -lifted earlier from inside
the backpack which remained at her study carrel
while she was searching the shelves.
Another student has stopped on his way home
from class to jog around Johnson Field. He leaves
his backpack on the ground and stans his laps. Each
time around the field he sees that his backpack is still

where he left it- until the last lap. The thief was not
seen or caught.
UNM Police receive numerous reports every
semester of stolen wallets, backpacks and handbags.
Occasionally a thief is caught, but as is usually the
case, prevention is the best cure.
If you carry a backpack, priqt your name on the
inside and put an identifying decal on the ouside with
paint or a liquid embroidery product. And, if for
some reason you must leave your backpack or
handbag, remove your wallet and carry it on your
person.
Please, also report to UNM Police if your property
is taken. The information may help to establish a
pattern that can aid in apprehension of the offender,
and expedite the return of your property should it be
recovered.

-Puerto R i c o - - - - - - - - - - - - continued from page 1
land and then selling them the food.
This was the Spanish and U.S.
policy," Casillas said.

The island measures 100 by 35
miles and has 3.5 million
inhabitants.
Casillas said there are now over
300 American corporations on the
island, attracted by tax exemptions
initiated during Operation Bootstrap in the mid-fifties.
"Our economy is based on the
needs of the U.S.,'' Walker said. "
Companies pay· lower wages here
than they would to American
workers and there is a consistent
army of unemployed people to
insure low wages.
"Ninety percent of Puerto Rican
foodstuffs are imported from the
United States and 70 percent of the
island is dependent on food stamps.
The ofl1cialunemployment rate is
17 . percent but the actual rate is
double that," Walker said.
Casillas said the island could not
survive as an independent republic.
"Independence is beautiful from
an idealistic point of view, but in
the case of Puerto Rico it becomes
impractical. The island lacks
natural resources," Casillas said.
In his address to the UN, Casillas

said that because "Puerto Rico's
economy is far too entwined with
that of the U.S., (and) to alter this
relationship by any other means
(besides statehood) could bring
disastrous consequences to the
island."

Walker said Puerto Rico can gain
independence through world
pressure, armed struggle and
education of Puerto Rican masses.
She said Puerto Rico now has one
of the highest literacy rates .in the
world.

j
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Police Beat

Sign up at your
Placement Center with
resume to:
Amoco Production
Company
1670 Broadway

242-1407

Vlr'agon

********************

ENGINEERS
We're looking for
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construction and supply of related
ground-based command, control
and communications ·facilities,
including "an appropriate number" of ground radars, Price; $5.8
billion.
-Sale
of
1177
AIM-9L
Sidewinder missiles for use on F-15
aircraft which "significantly
enhances the capability of the
Royal Saudi Air Force to intercept
and destroy attacking aircraft
before they can damage vital
resources." Price: $122 million.
-Sale of202 conformal fuel tanks
for 60 F-15s to "enable the Saudis
to fly sorties from bases other than
those directly under attack.'' Price:
$1 I 0 million.
-Sale of eight Boeing KC-707
tankers, including an initial purchase of six planes and an option to
buy two more, "to prolong the
endurance of interceptor aircraft
(F-15s and F-Ss)." Price: $2.4
billion.
Prime contractors involved are
Boeing, McDonnell Douglas Corp.
of St. Louis; and Raytheon Co. of
Lowell, Mass.

Covered .

Bent m· bm·
staplers and n~ilers

A representative of the University
of San Dieg~ and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus

Friday, October 9th
9:00 a.m.

to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
..• You may qualify for this intensive 12
week, post-graduate course, which enables you to put your education to work
as a skilled member of the legal team.

For further information
contact your Career Placemen
Office at 277-2531
For Free Brochure, contact:
1
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Room 318, Serra Hall
'<!T' Lawyer's Assistant Program San Diego! CA 92110
(714 293-4579

J!n

The University of San DiegO

basis of race, sex:, c::olor,

ancestry, or handicap In Its

HappiiJ not all beers
are created equal.

ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION
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FINE ARTS MUSEUM

MARRON HALL, Room 131

Arts
UNM Symphony Performs Benefit

I.R.B. Looks at the State of the Art and Art of the State
I READ BOOKS
Robert Masterson
Well, I read magazines, too. A
lot of periodicals seem to float
around my life and through my
fingers. From Heavy Metal,
Penthouse [love those stereo ads!],
Vogue, the omnipresent Rolling
Stone to strange trade journals and
small literary publications. I'm just
afooljoranything topical.
The beaury of a magazine lies
right there in its topicafily.
Whatever the moments concern's
may be, whether roller skating or
plankton physiology, you can bet
there will be a magazine that gives
the latest information.
The sadness of a magazine lies in
the comatose state of fiction in
periodicals. Rare opportunities do
exist to gel one's hands upon
worthwhile fiction. More often,
however, /he choice lies between
excerpts from a blue-chip bestseller
destined for the drugstore and some
self-awareness diatribe.
What is
one to do then? The best bet, for
my money, is to go to the Living
Batch and look through those little

magazines by the cash register.
There are gems and most of those
presses need all the support they
can get. They /lave tried to fill the
gap left by the death of serious
literary journals [remember when
people read?] and more often than
not, something quite interesting will
be contained within.
Blue Yonder, Numatic Comics,
and Conceptions Southwest are all
focally produced publications.
Each, in its own way, represents
some of the most exciting and
innovative artwork and writing
happening in New Mexico now.
The literary dollar, rather than
being squandered on Dorm Life or
Eerie, would return its investment
at a much higher yield if spent on
these publications. End of free
advertisment, Continue with
review.

With the understanding that
quality in publication, or any
undertaking for that matter, is
confined not by monetary concerns
but, rather, by the talent and skill
of the creator, this week's review
will encompass both ends of the
spectn,1m. State of the Art:
Music for Chameleons, a bo11nd
book, is actually a compilation of
articles, interviews and short stories
written between 1975 and 1980 for
Esquire, Interview, McCall's, New
York, The New Yorker and Vogue,
Therefore, it is nicely possible to
discuss both the author and the
product without stooping to
microfilm. Music for Chameleons
is also on the Collegiate Bestseller
List (whatever that is) and so, of
course, is quite the current event.

Capote is a master with all the
flaws that make mastery more
interesting. His obsession with
Music For Chameleons
clarity, cutting out the verbage and
Truman Capote
Signet, The New American Library, cutting into the subject, while
avoiding the didactic traps of short
lnc.
works make this one of the most
Santa Fe Poetry and Santa Fe enjoyable and effective books
around. He is, perhaps, a little
Ladies
Peggy S. Alberhasky
gossipy, and a little snobby, but

Johnson (the albino barmaid) in
New Orleans' old quarter, drinks
champagne with Marilyn Monroe
after Constance Collier's funeral,
This book is divided into three chats with ex-Manson Familyite
sections. The first contains short Bobby Beausoleil in his San
stories and vignettes. The second Quentin cell, baffles the California
Handcarved Coffins, is an In Cold police with the help of Pearl Baily
Blood offshoot about small town and rips himself to shreds one
murder. Like it predecessor, it is a sleepless night. This stuff is intrue story and is called a "non- credible, insightful exploration into
fiction novel." These two sections the artistic possibilities of jourare as delightful, intriguing and nalism and if you read only one
spooky as anything Capote has book this year, make it this one.
written. The prize, however,
without a doubt, is the third section, Conversational Portraits,
Art of the State:
Originally printed in Andy
Warhol's Interview magazine (and Santa Fe Poetry seemed like it
one of the few graces to save that could be a winner, A very slick
boring gossip sheet) Conversational tabloid package, .. a photo of a
Portraits are superb. Some are phosphorescent wino on the back
straight and others reconstructed and an inserted chapbook seemed
interviews and each specifically so promising. Eleven writers and
explores a specific human being one photographer for 12 pages is a
caught in strange tangles of events. generous and promising ratio. Alas,
Capote travels with his cleaning though, the package lies like a dog
lady, Mary Sanchez, along her and the contents lay like a corpse.
appointed rounds one rainy af- Deep in my foolish heart I expect
ternoon. He lunches at the Four more from the much touted
Seasons with the saddest man in the "cultural center" of the Southwest.
world, reminisces with Junebug It's this kind of junk that gives us a
bad name.
Trendy and vapid work abounds,
though the "holy coyote skull" and
"I'm from Michigan but I feel like
a Navajo" school of bad poetry is
avoided. Tends come in derivations
from the Catholic Minimalism
mode so expertly defined and
explored by other more talented
and honest writers such as Jim
Sage!, Gene Garcia and Luci
Tapahanso.
It would be possible to go
through this rag piece by piece
criticizing it a lot but, instead, let it
suffice to say that this "magazine"
is just awful. I'm sure there were
backslaps and congratulations
echoing around the mellow coffeeshop where these guys hang out,
but I wish Ms. Alberhasky had
spent the time and money required
to publish this thing on cappucino
for everybody in New Mexico. At
least that would leave a sweet taste
in one's mouth.
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SOLAS ...... Wekome back fiesta and dante,
S:uurday al ·9;00 p.m. in the ln1crnationa1 Ctntcr,
1808 Las Lomas N.E. Admission I$ .SI. Salsa,
Ctimbia, ram:hera and samba dancing. will be offered.

Deer and wine will be on sale.
AGORA- Open House, today from 12:00to3:00
p.m., evc~ne is welcome. AGbRA is locaicd oil the
N.W, corner of Monte VIsta Hall,
Sehola~ Club- SaliJrday pknic
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orficers ballot casting, at the Duck POnd,

SUR tnter1Ainmcnl - Satt.:rday Night Disco Jam
with Southside. tmd C.J. and Co. in the Subway
S1ation at 9:00p.m. AdmisSion is S2 with valid UNM
JD, Sj general admission. The first 100 people With
!pedally marked n·ycrs wlli act in ffec.
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LIVING BATCH BOOKSTORE

STUDENT BOOKSTORE

on sale now

$400
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Joanna de Keyser, soloist in the Dvorak Cello Concerto for Saturday's Friends of Music benefit concert at Popejoy Hall.

The University of New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra will perform a
benefit concert on Oct. 2 at 8:15 in
Popejoy Hall.
The concert will feature soloists
Joanna de Keyser in the Dvorak
Cello Concerto and Arlette Felberg
in Beethoven's Third Piano
Concerto. Proceeds will go to the
Friends of Music Scholarship Fund.

play two more Popejoy concerts
this semester, one in November and
a Christmas concert in December
called "The Many Moods of
Christmas." The December performance will feature a combination of orchestra and choruses,
with faculty vocal soloists.

Tickets for the Oct. 2 performance are available through the
The UNM Symphony is the only Popejoy Hall Box Office.
all-student orchestra in the state of Admission is $3 for general adNew Mexico, said orchestra
director Harold Weller. Weller said
the orchestra received a standing
ovation for a concert played
The ASUNM
Tuesday night at Red Rock State
Park in Church Rock, N.M.
"This is the first of three
Popejoy performances we'll be
having in the Fall semester, and it
By Akira Kurosawa
certainly is an enjoyable exTonight
perience," Weller said.
7:00, 9:30 &12:00 p.m.
The opener for Friday's show
will be Johann Sebantian Bach's
Third Orchestral Suite in D Major,
followed by Beethoven's Piano
Concerto Number 3, which will
feature Fe! berg's piano solo.
A guest artist, Felberg made her
debut at age 13 in New York's
Carnegie Recital Hall. She has
frequently appeared on local
concert stages and has also performed with major symphony
orchestras, chamber groups and on
television.
Felbcrg recently played at the
New Mexico Music Festival in
Taos, and performs duo recitals
with her violinist husband Leonard
Kumsowo hos erdowed the f1rm w1ih composs1on oro under!iolondlf'\j,
Fe! berg.
v.~~lh on lfOr'IIC: oworeness ol humon weaknesses ond o knowledge ol

IKIRU

Beethoven's Piano Concerto,
composed in 1800, is considered a
popular vehicle for virtuoso
pianists and is known for its
melodic richness and subtle ornamentation.
De Keyser, a cellist and associate
professor of music at UNM, will
solo in the Dvorak B Minor Cello
Concerto. This pi~ce is considered
one of Dvorak's most beautifully
realized, filled with nostalgic
memories of his native Czech
countryside,
De Keyser began studying cello at
the age of 13, with such masters as
Pablo Casals, Andre Navarra and
Gabor Rejto. She has played also in
London, Mo~W, Athens, Mexico
City, Quitoand in O,unegie Hall. A
film of ,'d!l: Keysej' 1olping in the
Dym'ilki~. ~MIO won the
Vtenna · Fllnn.Pt}~~-' 1960•. De
Keyser is 'known 'tot her · performances with the Seraphin Trio
and with the Orchestra of Santa Fe,
Weller said the orchestra will

;:"X'\f~'~ ..

•

mission, $2 for elders and UNM
students and $1 for high school
students and children.
Weller said the orchestra is
considering repeat performances of
concerts to be performed around
the state, along with plan> for a
spring tour. The orchestra is
composed of 70 pieces, which
include winds, percussion, brass
and strings.

these minor irritations detract little
from the work and give a view into
the mechanics of a genius fusspot.

Prcsldenllal

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST

FILM COMMITTEE Presents

CHARLES CHAPLIN
in his Greatest Role

IM digrutv o1 Jhe 1ndtVIOucu Cer!Olrly U<rr.u stooos n t~ ltonl ronk 01
conietr.porayctnemohc: arl. along Wllh SofvoJ:I I~OV s ltt109Y 11 1scne Of
I he most poweriUI humoilsltc dOCLJmenls !he scteei\ hOS ~~ ptesen·

led
- F1!m Quorfetly

IHEiiREATD
1952 Japanese dialogue ,.,., . :?k!
with English subtitles

. SUB Theatre
Students • $1.50 Others • $2.00

with Jack Oakie and Paulette Goddard
wri~p., fireuted and scored by ChaJiles Chaplin
'I

·-:~?ab,cnarlie Chaplin's first dialogue film
Saturday 7:00, 9:15, 11:30 p.m.

..

SUB Theater
Students · $1.50 Others • $2.00

.. :.

;:1

.. ;

o!~.; ~ •i' ••;t'~·
· · · ·"
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Passing Quarterbacks Battle
To l(eep WAC Marks Perfect

Lobos Strengthen Grip on Second
But Tulsa Stilll-ieads Golf Tourney

~

The New Mexico Lobos had the
hottest round on the second day of
the Dick McGuire Invitational Golf
Tournament being held at the UNM
South Course, but Tulsa still leads
the event by eight strokes,
Cold, wet weather sent scores
upward, but despite being four
strokes above their opening-day
score, UNM 's 306 round moved
them five strokes closer to the lead,
and three strokes ahead of third
place Southern Methodist.
Kris Monaghan of UNM and
Amy Benz of Southern Methodist
are tied for the individual lead, with
36-hole totals of 147.
The final 18 holes will be played
today.

Ste~e

TEAM STANDlNCS
Afler36 Holes
I·Tuha 289~311 ""600, 2·New Mexir;o Chen}'
Squud 302-306=608, 3-Southern Methodist 304·
3()h6l!, 4~Arilana State 306·313=619, S·Texas
Christian 302·3 IS"" 620.
6-So11ther11 California 303~318=-621, 7·Texas
A&:M 309·315..,624, 8-0kh1homu Sult~ 309·
318:::: 627, 9-Fiorlda State J 10·318 = 628, 10-UCLA
318~) 16=634 tmd South Carolina 316·318=614.
IZ..Te11:as 313·32.2""' 63S, (j.J.Jorldn 312·324c6J6,
14-Ari~:ona J 15·323 = 638, 15-Lamar 309-330.c:1639,
16·Drightlm Young 315·328=643 and U.S. huer•
national 319-32:4 = 643.
18-New McX;icu Sih·cr ~quad 318·327 ..-645, 19North TciCn.s Suue 321.321 = 648, 20-Ctil. State-Long
Beach )23·334,.. 657 1 2l•San Jose 325-335 ::~660, 22Webcr State 12R·33S=663, 23·Tc:ms ·rech 330l•U-c; 6'i'4, 24-Coforado S1u1e 360·379 o: 73g,

l

J

LOBO COLI'f.RS
All rue tied for position shmm,
Clumy Sqtlad: l~Kris Monagl1an 73-74"" 147, 9Terc'ia 'l~hr..:ck i4·78•o 152, 24-Dana Howe ?87'"' 1!'5. :!8-Sue Sander'~ 19-17 = 1$6, JO·Sherri
l"h:.~mllt.'r-+".1\0
~11\er ~quJli:

tn.

30-Luc)' ('amncdu 17-80r=:rl51,

53~

Debtnt Wright 18·82.;" 160, 86-C.'llrlo; Smltll 79·
Joi6 ·.165, 9·H'amlyn Barnen 84-83:;, Hi?, 99-KriH!

Arrmglon87·S2. 16'1.

Jru!

The 1-3 Lobes, 1-0 in the WAC,
have done well against passing
teams since Coach Joe Morrison
has been here. "Last year we beat
Brigham Young because we were
smart on defense and played
decently on offense. San Diego
State is a good team offensively and
defensively, and Koller throws the
ball well. We'll need to improve in

A1nt1HB~I

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

October 8, 1981

CHALLENGING
ENGINEERING POSITIONS
WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Civil (Structural) Enginers
Nuclear Engineers
Chern leal Engineers

Excellent opportunities for advancement under the Merit System to Senior
Engineer levels with pay levels in $22,925 to $35,000 range, All Federal Civil
Service Benefits-liberal vacations allowed, paid sick leave, partially employer-funded life and health insurance programs, excellent retirement
plan. Relocation allowance for self and dependents. U.S. Citizenship
required.

~

'

'

Kelly Knowles, in foreground, set up Linda Archuleta for a smash in
Thursday night's volleyball action in Johnson Gym. UNM won two
games, and plays tonight in Las Cruces.

International Soccer Tonight

,

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, with over 11,000 employees, has been
established for over 85 years. Located in scenic Bremerton on a deep Water
arm of Puget Sound. With a mild climate, only one hour from Seattle, recen·
tly recognized by several publications as the city With the best "quality of
life" in the country.
Starting Salaries to $22,925 depending on qualifications.
Contact your Placement Office for an interview immediately.
If this date is inconvenient, you may call toll free by dialing 1-800·426-5996,
or, if you wish, you may mail a resume to:

PUGET SOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD
ATTN: 170.2
BREMERTON, WASH. 98314
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

It will be the Fourth of July,
October-style, when two of the
Westem Athletic Conference's
most pass-happy quarterbacks start
firing aerials on tne gridiron
Saturday night.
Sao Diego State will bring the
nation's second-ranked passing
attack to University Stadium to
challenge the New Mexico Lobes as
both teams fight to remain undefeated in conference action,
Quarterback Matt Kofler leads
the 2-0 Aztecs with some impressive
statistics. The 6-foot-3, 190 pound
senior leads the nation in total
offense with an average of 313
yards per game.
The Aztecs were so impressive in
their first two games of the year,
beating Colorado State, 30-14, and
Oklahoma State, 23-16, that Sports
Illustrated is sending a reporting
team to Albuquerque Saturday to
chronicle the SDSU passing game.
The Aztecs run only when they
must, but San Diego State Coach
Doug Scovil thinks they might have
to run more against the Lobes.
"They're aggressive. They come at
you with all they have. We've
prepared all week for anything that
they might do," says the first year
coach. "1 don't think that we will
play a team that does what the
Lobes do on defense. We may run a
bit more than we have so far this

season.'•

Lobos Win2
New MeKlco easily beat two small
college volleyball powers Thursday
night in Johnson Gym, stopping
Eastern New Mexico I 5-4, 15-2;
then whipping Grand Canyon
College, 15-4, 15-7.

King

The UNM soccer team will meet the Freie Universitat Berlin from West
Germany Friday at 7 p.m. at Albuquerque Sports Stadium, giving local
soccer fans a rare opportunity to make a direct comparison between a
European-style varsity team and the North American equi vi lent.
Admission is $3, with half-price tickets for students.
The Lobo women's team will play a preliminary game at 5 p.m. against
the Albuquerque High School All-Stars.
The Lobo men will play again at 3 p.m. Sunday against the Aztecs in art
Albuquerque Soccer League game at Admiral Bullhead Park.

I.
!

New MeKico runners will be in
Colorado this weekend, at separate
cross-country meets.
The men's varsity, under the
direction of Coach Del Hessel, will
challenge the Air Force Academy in
a dual meet at Colorado Springs,
while the women's varsity, Jed by
Coach Tony Sandoval, will be at
the Colorado Invitational in
Boulder.

College Grid Weekend
WAC games this weekend will leave lhe winner of
the- UNM-SDSU same in contention ror the league
title, while the loser or thcAFA·CSU game will be in
charge of the cellar.
SPORTS EDITOR'S PICKS
New Me.~~: leo TO underdog vs. San Diego Stale
UIRh 2 TD favorite VS, Texas..El Paso
New Mex.ieo Stale TD underdog V$, Wichita
Brigham Young2 TO favorilcvs. Utah State
Colorado State f'a underdog a~Atr Force

All Stl.ICients, Facultv and Staff
are invited to att~nd our

Falcons. New Mexico also had
three interceptions which might
keep Kofler honest when he goes
back to pass.
Kickoff time is 7 p.m., with a
chance for rain showers forecast,
Plenty of tickets are availiable at
the ticket office on south campus.

OPEN HOUSE
Friday, October 2nd
from 12:00 to 3:00p.m.
Come ancl get acquainted!

A pre-game concert will be held
from 5 to 6:30 p.m. on the tennis
courts just south of the football
stadium with vocalist Lisa
Gilkyson,

UNM Student Crisis Center

AGORA

.

Northwest coi-ner of Mesa Vista Hall

.•
.
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Do you have any Zits?

:i

.

•

•

~

e

The UNM Division of Dennatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers with acne
to help determine the effectiveness of a 11ew topical antibiotic treatment, Patients must he
available for examination every other Saturday morning starting October 10 through january
2. l'atients should not he taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.

'e
•
•
•

•

FOR FURTHJ!R INFORMATION CONTACT

•

•

ERMA PINON

•

:

277-3136

:

e

STUDENT Hl!AL'l'H CENTER

:

Volunteers will be paid a fee.

•
•
•

••

•
••
•
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Wyoming FOunderdog vs, Nevada•Las Vegas

Advertising
Sales

Free Tickets Do Not Earn
Student Support at Games
disappointed in the student section.
"If we just had to stand in line for a
Over 24,000 persons showed up few minutes for free tickets, I
last Saturday night at University would come out and cheer my little
Stadium to watch the Lobes play tail off," he said. "If they continue
football against Air Force to act that way, they should lose
Academy, but only !12th of them those free tickets and have to pay
like everyone else.''
were UNM students.
Team members say they are
The athletic department noted
that only 2700 advance tickets were accustomed to the student attitude.
picked up last week, and about that "When we go out on the field it's
just us and the other team, so the
many this week.
"I go to the games because the fans don't bother us too much. It
atmosphere is good," said junior would be nice if they were on our
Michael McCorkle, "I think the side, whether we are winning or
games are all right, and we should losing," senior cornerback James
support our football team," noted Bell admitted.
the business major,
Fan reaction does affect
But Robert Wagenfehr shares an cheerleaders,
Second
year
opinion with some other students: cheerleader Joanne Stefan com·
•• As long as the tickets are free, I '11 mented "It's hard to stay pumped
come out to the games, lt doesn't up whc~ the fans won't cheer with
matter if we win or lose."
us. 'the parents are more enMost students wouldn't go to thusiastic when we go to the other
games if they had to pay. Students side to cheer. Our fans are great at
are negative on Lobo football. the basketball games, so why can't
When Air Force scored in the third they be like that for the football
quarter last week, the student games? They (student fans) are the
section got quiet; when UNM
pits."
didn't move the ball on the next
Fans may be conditioned to
series, the rud~ comments started.
seeing
the football team lose, but
ln the west stands, Lobo fans pay
to see the game. ''We love the that may not be the case for long.
Lobos, and will support them as Coach Joe Morrison is turning the
long as they're here. This is our football program around and it's
hometown team, and it would be a only a matter of time before we
shntnc to see thelll go un- have a winning team at the
supported," said Mr. and Mrs. University of New. Mexico. The
£-'red Chavez, who have been at- student section is great at basketball
tending Lobo gamC:> oince 1959 and g?ntes anti the players seem to
have held season tickets for ten rcwond. The ;arne could be true at
year,, Larry Michaels of Sanln Fe h football game;,

WOMEN'S TRACK MEET
Long jump: !-Elaine Garcia, 109; 2-Sandy Wiley, 10-3. 50 yd.
dash: !-Yvette Baca, :06.9; 2-Elainc
Garcia, :07 .2. 100 yd. daslt: 1Paula Sauter, :13.8; 2-Elaine
Garcia, : 14.0. Mile run: !-Tracy
Bear, 6:29.3; 2-Angela Bolles,
6:51.5.

r
)

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is presently seeking Account
Representatives for its Display Advertising department.
We offer an outstanding opportunity to supplement your
academic education with practical experience in the
Albuquerque job market.
You must have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

student status
a strong desire to succeed
a car
prior sales experience (not essential but it helps)
a professional attitude
at least 20 hours per week

If you fit these requirements, then come by and apply for a sales
position with one of the nation's leading independent student
newspapers.
Contact:

•••
••

•
......................
_... >. !_!_._ ·~-

Texas Te('h FG underdog vs. l'exas A&M
Houston FO ravorlte vs, Baylor

Steve King

Ashford, 1:28:55.7.

MEN'S TRACK MEET
Discus:. 1-Bob Atencio, 108-8;
2-Ross Pyeatt, 96-5. Shot put: lGreg Pyeatt, 35-2; 2-Gil Garcia, 32·
9. Long jump: 1-Brad Jacobs, 20-0;
2-Mark Jacobson, 17-4.
100 yd. dash: !-David Sundy,
:10.5; 2-Steve Kuehl, :10.8.120 yd.
hurdles: 1-David Sundy, :17.8; 2•
Steve Shipley, :18.4. 220 yd. dash:
1-Joe Maestas, :25.5; 2-Russ
Moulton, :26.0.
440 yd. dash: !-Steve Shipley,
:56.4; 2-Duanc Ross, :62.0. Halfmile run: !-Bill Gates, 2:12.7; 2Mark Bjorklund, 2:17.7. Mile run:
1-Bill Oates, 4:45 .• 0; 2·Mark
Bjorklund, 4:47.0.
440 yd. relay: 1-l'irst Seal, :49.5;
2-Lambda Chi Alpha, :51.8. 880
yd. medley: !-Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, I :56.4; 2-Birds, I :59.0.

Runners to Colo.

277-301Z:>

Commentary

Intramural Winners Listed
Doolittle Fastest Bike Racer
Craig Doolittle had the fastest
time in the Lowenbrau Bike Race
and Joe Laver had the highest score
in archery while David Sundy and
Bill Gates were double track
winners in intramural events
completed this semester.
ARCHER\'
Men's champion-Joe Laver, 130
pts; 2-Joe Phillips, 126.
Women's champion-Mary Kelly,
96 pts; 2-Tracy Bear, 90.
BIKE RACE
From Albuquerque to Golden,
22.6miles.
Men's 18-under champion-Mike
Goodwin,
I :05 :02.0; 2-Sjur
Talstad, I :06:43. I; 3-Mike Barthel,
1:09:27.7.
Men's 19-34 champion-Craig
Doolittle,
1:01:36. I
(NEW
RECOIW); 2-Rick Baldwin,
l :01 ;36.3; 3-John Frey, I :01 :37 ,1.
Men's 35-up champion-Doug
Steblcr,
I :01 :39.9;
2-Byron
Dieterle, I :05:49.8; 3·JarreH
Galbrcth, I: 12:27.4.
Women's 19-34 champion-Beth
Soybel,
I :08:52.5;
2·Riitta
Paajarui,
1:09:58.0; 3-Yvonnc
Clum, 1:21:43.2.
Womert's 35-up champion-Ruth
Ottlbrclh, 1:21 :44.8; 2-Aillanda

every facet of out g .le," Morrison
said,
But New Mexico has it's own
attack to try to keep up' with the
Aztecs. Quarterback Robin Gabriel
ranks 12th nationally in total of.
fense, and junior Mike Carter ran
for 117 yards on 19 caries last week
against Air Force.
Another plus for the Lobo offense is that they have been able to
avoid turnovers all season. UNM
has given the ball away four times
in four games, and did not suffer
any misques against the Falcons.
Defensively, the Lobes are
coming off of their best game of the
season.
Linebacker
Johnny
Jackson, the defensive player ofthe
week in the WAC, made eight solo
tackles and pounced on two
fumbles last week against the

_A.,Ci-01SA-

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Business Office
Box20
Alb. N.M. 87131
(505) 277·5656
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4. Housing

Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall, Room 131
(Between Biology and]oumafism at Yale & Redondo)

5. For Sale

Place your ad today

A('('l!IIATE INl'OIIMATION ABOUT con·
traccpuun, •terillzatiot\, abortion. Right to Choose.
294-0i71.
tfat
11101111'\'IIIM, COMPLf:TE INl'ORMATION,
l'nmputcriled cham. Do it yourself kit. Take charge
und full au11antase of your Physical, Emotional
(sen~itivit~l and Intellectual energy cycles. Send $3.95
wtth Bltthdate. I'.S.l. Biorhythm Servic-e, 490
Mt,tlctoeAvcnue, Bosque Far01s, N.M, 87068. 10/2
I'IU:GNi\N('\' TESTING & ('OUNSEI.ING. Phone
247 9819.
tfn
l'ASSI'OitT A!IIU IDENTIHCATION photos. 3 for
sc..oou I m>ell price> in town! Fait, pleasing, ncar
t:NM. (all 26<-Z444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
N t·
tfn
('IIJ-..;f:SE 11\'ft'ET. ('IlEAl' All you can eat. Lunch
$'1 UO, 'upper $4.50, 5unday llruncll $3.00. Jao-Jao's
tfn
Pla"c, <000 t entraiAve S.E.
('O'iTM'TS·1'0l.ISIII:>OG, Stll.UTIONS Crt5cy
ol'tl<al ( <lmpnn;· on l (ima~ just welt of Washington.
tfn
Wf. liOT DISTil[llliTOIIS. Pr<'Scription e)·eglass
h~nr''· c;recnwich Village (Lennon styles), gold
nnllc\,. $~4 . ~0 (regular $65.00). Pay Lm Optidans,
~(Kl7 Mcnaul N.c., a•'fOI\ rroml.a llelles.
tfn
('AIU: AIIOl'T All'f? Conceptions Southwest,
FS\!'1 hne urts'hternrr publication, can't exist
,..,thnut )our 111pport. lluy 1981 issue S4 in Marron
Hall, Rll<•m HI, llN:-1 Bookstore, Student
lh><•k,torc, A~A Oallcry, f-ine Am Mu;eum, Lhing
IIJt.:h U;1ck '"u'~ U\n1lable Sl in Mnrmn lla!l,
Rm1111 tJI.
tfn
,H.u..,n:R <:Ot':-<TY B~:At'T\', I carry y~u
CJocr~whcre m a lo<k<l mer my heart. Summer
llrcctc, w"n't )<lU C\CtrUIJie mycurlscgoin1. 1016
m:<.OI'iSING ASliiOI.()GY ('I.ASS October 5. Call
2<~ <222 ur$83·2638.
1015
nt'iGI·~EATINC;JWEIGIH Weight Problenl!! 2S6•
15~3
10/12
m;nl;1~ THAN SEX? I Skydiving JUSt could bel !
l-ind 01ll at UNM Skydi'ing Club Meeting, Thursday,
1012
Oct. I, fl:O() p.m., Rm. 23JESUB.
Wf.lllliNGS tJNI.IMln:n. CUSTOM gowns •
hn~c1, bride;Oiaids, mothers. Men's Jackets. For·
mal ·cnlual. T<>mmie lledfotd, 898·6571. Cakes tool.
10/13
"MAYIIl: SOMEDA'\"' VOU might be mine
~omcday, who knows? Stc>eT.
10/2
1\U::-11-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foroign. No experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send$3.00

for information. SEA FAX, Dept. E-ll, Box 2049,
10/2
Port Angeles, Washington, 98362.
HEY .l'ESTIVE ONES! Eat at the "Liber Eater"-fcaturlng musical Enchiladas, Carmina Burritos and
for your pet--Purina 13uranal Much love, The
Mellsmatics,
10/1
IIOIIERT LYNCII WILL address andror lrelp you
write letters to Senator Schmitt, opposing financial
aid cuts. Call277·5528, 884-8157.
IQ/7
DEAR SUE, HOPE you liked the Kazoo. I Love
You! Uarthalomew.
10/9
VOTE MARCEI.LA l'I.ORES for Homecoming
Queen! Position 9.
t0/6
sn:VE T. [FROM that fraternity), Let's make that
11
somcdny'f soon. • •
101~
Kll\1,
IIILI.ARY,
TEURI,
ANDREA,
congratulations! We love you! Your Kappa Sisters.
1012
IIIG I!ED, HAPPY Uirthday. Now you're old and
decrepid; don't fall apart, I may need you, K,W.
10/2
JAC, GI.AD YOU' HE back. Road trlpl'riday. Love,
Spoiled llrat,
10/8
Clti\IG • VOU ARE the sunshineofmylife! ! Love,
your· Partnal.
1012
K.P. s•:f:N JOill lately? Love. Anyone but not the
Lemon!".
1012
IIAPP\' BJIITHDAY Dl Tttls ad paid for by the
JI'OTS Comtnittcc,
1012
I.DC, I TIJINK your a 10. DTH.
1012
NOOKIES, IIAPPV 18th Anoi>mary of your
parent's plague. llo>eyou. JA:-.1.
1012
!lAPP\' 21st COWIIOY- l love you, M.M.
1012
DESPI,IIATEI.Y WANT TWO Pat Berratar tickets.
Will pay$20 each. 836·1696, 836-S7U.
10/8

2. Lost & Found

LOST TURQUOISE ZUNI earring initialed S, Q,
zuni. If found contact 266·9306. ReYJard.
10/12
FOUND: AMERICAN HISTORY book .. Come to
tfn
room i31 Marron Hall to claim,
CLAIM YOU II LOST po>Sesslons at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
GUITAR l.F.SSONS: AI.!. style<. Marc's Guitar
Studio. 265·3315.
tfn
ACCUIIATE, EXPERIENCED TYPIST: college
work, resumes, transcribing. 294·0167.
1011
PEIIFOIIMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead S.E.
(Just ea5t of Yale Ave.) 256-1061 or 165-3067, Laura
Drown·Eider, Director. Classical llallet, Jazz, Tap,
E•creise classes, Children, teens and adults.
I0/2
•.ASTACCUI!ATETYPING. Typeright. 265-5203,
10/2
PROFESSIONAl, RESUI\I~:S. 265·9082
J0/5
TYP.ING • STUilENT/BUSINF.SS work, including
experienced,
stntistical!technlcal,
Reasonable,
competent. 296:6299.
10125
llt:IINALILI.O COUNTY LEGAL Clinic • Friendly
divorces 595, wills $20 to $50. Ill Yale S.E., 242222~.
10/2
ACCOUNTING 202 TUTOR wanted. Call Keith.
292-5016.
10/5
I'ROHSSIONAI. TYPING BY English MAl editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available • .266·9550.
10/27
A·l T\'PIST-n:RM PAP.EIIS, Resumcs.299-8970.

MOPED VESPA GRANDE. In cKcellent condition.
Carries two people, with rack. Best offer over $400,
Call277-4210 (days) or 266-0992 (evenings),
10/5
1976 PINTO, GOOD condition, best offer. 197.1
Pomiac station wagon, S7SO. Call 277-5841 or 2775742. ou.
10/8
P(JRPLE ALLIGATOR AND Rainbow shoelaces,
beautiful posters, books and recordings, Mon-Sat. 9·
6, Rainbow Place, SSS-B Wyoming NE, 2SS-5222.
10/8
,HANGGLIDER $350, IN good shape, 243-4301
evenings.
10/8
.FOUR ROLLING STONES tickets for the October
fourth show in Boulder. Below cost, 268-3565, 10/2
1979 MG MIDGET. Very low mileage, excellent
condition, caii884-8S47.
10/8
MAMIYA CllO lV. x l'll camera with 3 lenses:
6Smm, 80mm, 135mm. Excellent condition $299,
242-7228.
10/15
TWO ROLLING STONES tickets for October 4,
265-3278.
10/S
1973 MAVERICK RECENTLY rebuilt engine, new
brakes, battery, air, $600, 242-4l61.
1017
FIAT 850 SPIDER 1969, $350. Darell, 247-8475 or
243-0427.
10/6
1912 HONDA 750-4. Excellent condiiion, only2l,l00
miles. Call266-1658 to sec and make offer.
lOIS
RALEIGH SUPER RECORD, Men's 25 inch frame,
10-speed, I year old, $175.00. 292·5202,lOIS
1981 HONDA XR-500R. Excellent condition, never
raced, Sl,7l0 or best offer.268·8660.
10/,5
VEI.OSOLm( BJCYCU; 19", 261bs., Reynolds S31
framc, aluminum rims, new tires, S200·or best offer.
242-4080.
10/5
KNOW SOMl:ONE WIIO'S getting married? Give
them a gift they will use for a life-time. Queen
stainless steel cookware. Because of our special
purchase, you save over 50 percent of retail price.
Call for warranty and other details, 293·2149. 10/2

lll'..STIIII'I(; VOUII Tlllt'I'G at WILD WEST
MUSIC. SUPER selection of :mlngsforyour musiail
instruments!.
I 0/9
Ci\LL 243·3585 i\NYTIME for incxpensi•·c foreign
language tutoring or private instruction. Spanish,
French. Mark I'robosc, MA languages.
10116
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New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the followtng class if ted advertisement in the New Mex1co Da1/y Lobo
_____ !Jmes(s) beginnmg
. under the headtng (ctrcle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. Servtces; 4. Hous1ng; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel, 8. MIScellanP.QUS

Marron Hall., Room 131
tHt•lll·l•e,;

Hio/o~u alltl.fmmw/i.~mal

l'alt• ;!..· Hedum!oJ

~ ~0 .~"~

\0 ~

30 PERCENT OFF SALE • DceCce Carpenter pants
$9,99, select colors, al~o sports shirts. Kaufman's, a
real Atmy-Navy Store, 504 YaleS.E., 256-0000. 10/~
FREE BEAGLE PUPPY. Housebroken. All shots.
247-8099 evenings.
10/~
CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP students will
receive a 50 p~rcent discount on 1981 .Conceptions
Southwest, UNM's fine arts/literary publication.
Regular pric~ 54, Now through Oct. 9, only in
Marron Hall, Room 131. Must present Fall 198!
schedule.
10/9
A~T U3 STUDENTS will receive a 50 percent
discount on 1981 Conccpilons Southwest, UNM's
fine arts/literary publication. Regular price $4. Now
through Oct. 9, only In Marron Hall, Ropm 131.
Must pre.<ent Falll98i schedule.
10/9
WANlED tllnt::.A·RED COUCHES and bey's ten•
speed bicycle, good condition, 821-4935.
10/8

9. Las N oticias
I)OLL AND MINIATURl: Fair. Fairgrounds, this
Saturday 10-7, Sunday 10-5. Admission benefiu
Albuquerque Museum.
10/2
OCTOBER 3, SATURDAY NIGIIT Disc<> Jam and
Dance featuring SOUTHSIDI! and sounds of C. J.
A.ND COMPANY. Subwa)' station, 9 p.m.· I a.m,
$3.00 general, $2.00 students (first 100 students free
with specially marked nyers).
1012
GAYS, LESBIANS, 81S~:XUAJ.S: Juniper meet•
Tuesday: October 6th, 7;30 p.m. Social, 8:00 p m.
meeting. SUB23IE.
1017
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Special
2 slices of
cheese pizza
for$1.00
with purchase of
lg. soft drink
CITY

_________ ____ _
127 Harvard SE
1!2 bl. South of Central
,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Lyre
5 Deposits
9The urial
12 Winglike
13 Fruit cake
14 Trophy
15Giobe
17 Zeus's
beloved
18 Native metal
19 Dreadful
21 Universe
23 Harshsounding
27 Corrpass pt.
28 Female rela- .

tive
29Speck
31 Eat
34 Conjunctlori

53 Ivy unl~~erslty
54 Time gone by
55 Siberian ri~~er
57 Lav.maklllQ

11' per word per day for five or more consecutive days

8. Miscellaneous

,_.

taln
3 Cheer

bOdy

611nsect egg
62 Attendant
64 Strong, low
cart

65 Pedal digit
66 God of love
67 Identical

DOWN
1 Possesses
2 HiQh moun-

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

4Forecast
5 Cubic meter
6 Diphthong
7 Three: Prefix
a Pack away
9 Tallies

10Toss
111mitated
16 Those borne
20 Goal
~ Preposition
23 Supercilious

one
24 Weary
25 Scale note
26 Male turkey
30 Scuffle
32 Southwest·
ern Indians
33 Cobblers
36 Still
38 Relies on

40 Pallet
41 Slgntfy
42 Stitch
M MEditerranean vessel
46 SpMlsh article
48 Sll'lf
50 Frlght

r.:,~1 ~\
'~>-o'='~~'\.

7. Travel·

Sicilian

37 Mire
39 Scale note

11< per word, $1.00 minimum charge

able t\l work Friday and Saturday nlgl)ts. M11st be 21
years \lid, ApplY in person, no phone calls, please,
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 .Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
ON CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT N.M. Union
catering is now hiring students available to work
during noontime ht:ll1rs. Part-time work with free
meal benefits. Apply at N.M. Union Food Service
tfn
Office, ask for Mr, Rockovit~.
PART-TIME PARALEGAL, FLEXIBLE schedule.
Pay depending on w.ork performed. Bernalillo
10/2
County Legal Clinic, IZI YaleS.E,
WANTED! I Bi\BYSITIER FGR student mother.
In my home (N.W, Valley), Tues. and Thurs.
mornings, 7:15·1 :00. Must .Drive. I Boy 2\1, I girl I
yr. Call Cathc· ~42-5409,
10/5

with coupon only
9128 ·1014
Whole Wheat. Neopolllan,

35Att~t

'\.

.1'1\RT-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Mu.st be

CI,ASSIC 1961 RAMBLER, 20 m.p.g. Exccll.
trunspo. Brian 242·8798, 344·1036, be>t offer. Hl/5

10130

f'OU!'IO: Pi\IR Ol' GLASSES IN BLUE CASE Ar
UTILITIES IILDG, 8 a.m., Ott. I. Claim at 131
Marron Hail.
10/8
I.OS1': NECKLACE. JASPER stone in oval silver
setting on silver chain. Possibly around Johnson
l0/8
Gymnasium. 299-1645. Reward.
LOST BLACK LABRADOR mix p~ppy near Girard.
Pleasecaii268-5S73.
10/8
LOST: CALCULATOR Tl-55, 294·3749, ask for
10/2
Frank,. Okay, Thanks.

6. Employment

GOING SOMEWHERE? ADVERTISE In the daily
lobo.
tfn

Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monda)r ~hrough Friday,
Deadline Noon

1. Personals

FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment. $180/mo.,
all utilities paid. A.ir conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry facilities. Fpr more information contact
resident manager, 1410 Glranl NE. 2~·8392, .255·
6256, or898-7517.
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown ..Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
o.r e[ficlency, from $205. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets, 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
SHARE: TWO BEI)ROOM apt, one block west of
campus on Grand. Modern ·units, covered parking.
Non-smoking returning or graduate student. Male or
female. Call Walt 247-3890 late eve.
1012
STOREFRONT, STUDIO/ APT. Eittter/or 2424777,243-3447,$175,00. Bob.
10/S
l·BEDROOM 1\PARTMENT, Sl75.00. 242·4777,
24~•3447. Bob.
10/5
UMN AREA I BEDROOM apt. for rent, SIBS,OO per
month, utilities included. Nq pets. Call293-1070 after
5:00p.m. or weekends.
I0/9
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS 215 Yale SE
at l,ead. Studio apartments near stores and UNM.
5185/month, free utilities, $130 deposit. No children,
pets, or roommates. !!ee manager at apartment two or
call883-5940 or243-fi210.
1012

WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $S4,sQ regular S6S .00 Pay Less. Opticians,
S007 Menaul N.E. across irom La llelles.
tfn

43 Distorted
45 Tantalum
symbol
47 Chinese mile
49 Mollifies
50 Gasp
51 Exchange

premium
52 Contend

56 Prohibit
58 Macaw
59 Scottish cap
600gle
63 Proceed

